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CULTURAL ACTIVITIES 2020-2021 

ALL CLUBS ARE INAGURATED ON JANUARY 26th, 2021_ 

SAKALA( DANCE & DRAMATIC) CLUB 

Title: Sakala Club's Grand Inauguration on 26th January 2021 
Introduction: On the auspicious occasion of January 26, 2021, Sri Vasavi Engineering 
College witnessed a grand inauguration of the Sakala Club, a momentous event that 
celebrated the spirit of creativity, unity, and cultural enrichment. Distinguished dignitaries 
graced the occasion, marking it as a significant milestone in the college's history. 
 
Event Highlights: The inauguration ceremony was a splendid blend of tradition and 
modernity. It commenced with the lighting of the lamp, symbolizing the dispelling of 
darkness and the ushering in of knowledge and enlightenment. Dignitaries, faculty 
members, and students gathered to mark the beginning of this vibrant club. 
 
The event featured inspiring speeches by the dignitaries, emphasizing the importance of 
extracurricular activities and their role in holistic education. The dignitaries, with their 
collective wisdom, officially inaugurated the Sakala Club, underscoring its significance in 
fostering talent and creativity. 
 
Sakala Club's grand inauguration was a symbol of the college's commitment to nurturing 
not only academic excellence but also the artistic and cultural dimensions of education. The 
event encouraged students to explore their creative potential and highlighted the importance 
of such clubs in the overall development of students. The day was a promising start to the 
club's journey and an inspiration for all students to harness their talents and follow their 
creative passions. 
 
Patriotic Harmony on Republic Day: Sakala Club's Renditions 
On the grand occasion of Republic Day, January 26, 2021, the members of the Sakala Club 
paid a heartfelt tribute to India through soul-stirring patriotic songs. Their melodious 
performances stirred emotions, fostering a deep sense of national pride and unity among the 
audience. These renditions beautifully encapsulated the essence of India's democratic spirit 
and cultural diversity, leaving an indelible mark on the hearts of all who gathered to 
celebrate this significant day. 
 
 
 



REPUBLIC DAY PERFORMANCES BY SAKALA CLUB
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 BEATS OF HEA

Title: Inauguration of the Beats of Hearts Music Club (26th January 2021)
Introduction: On January 26, 2021, Sri Vasavi
inauguration of the "Beats of Hearts" Music Club, an event that marked a harmonious 
celebration of the college's commitment to nurturing musical talents. Distinguished 
dignitaries and college members gathered, commemo
Event Highlights: The inauguration was a blend of music and tradition, setting a vibrant 
tone for the club's journey. The ceremony commenced with the soulful notes of classical 
music, symbolizing the club's dedication to th
lamp added a touch of reverence to the occasion.
Dignitaries delivered inspiring speeches, underscoring the significance of music in 
education and the club's role in promoting artistic excellence. The official ina
by the dignitaries, symbolized the club's commitment to fostering musical creativity among 
students. 
The inauguration also featured captivating musical performances that showcased the 
diverse talents within the college. Students exhibited th
leaving the audience mesmerized by their melodies.
The Beats of Hearts Music Club's grand inauguration was a testament to the college's 
holistic approach to education, emphasizing not only academic excellence but also the
importance of nurturing artistic talents. The event celebrated the unifying power of music 
and encouraged students to explore and embrace their creative potential. It marked the 
beginning of an inspiring journey in which the college's musical talents coul
contribute to the cultural enrichment of the institution.
 





 

 

 

 

HEARTS (MUSIC) CLUB 

Title: Inauguration of the Beats of Hearts Music Club (26th January 2021)
On January 26, 2021, Sri Vasavi Engineering College witnessed a grand 

inauguration of the "Beats of Hearts" Music Club, an event that marked a harmonious 
celebration of the college's commitment to nurturing musical talents. Distinguished 
dignitaries and college members gathered, commemorate this significant milestone.

The inauguration was a blend of music and tradition, setting a vibrant 
tone for the club's journey. The ceremony commenced with the soulful notes of classical 
music, symbolizing the club's dedication to the art form. The lighting of the ceremonial 
lamp added a touch of reverence to the occasion. 
Dignitaries delivered inspiring speeches, underscoring the significance of music in 
education and the club's role in promoting artistic excellence. The official ina
by the dignitaries, symbolized the club's commitment to fostering musical creativity among 

The inauguration also featured captivating musical performances that showcased the 
diverse talents within the college. Students exhibited their vocal and instrumental skills, 
leaving the audience mesmerized by their melodies. 
The Beats of Hearts Music Club's grand inauguration was a testament to the college's 
holistic approach to education, emphasizing not only academic excellence but also the
importance of nurturing artistic talents. The event celebrated the unifying power of music 
and encouraged students to explore and embrace their creative potential. It marked the 
beginning of an inspiring journey in which the college's musical talents coul
contribute to the cultural enrichment of the institution. 
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education and the club's role in promoting artistic excellence. The official inauguration, led 
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The Beats of Hearts Music Club's grand inauguration was a testament to the college's 
holistic approach to education, emphasizing not only academic excellence but also the 
importance of nurturing artistic talents. The event celebrated the unifying power of music 
and encouraged students to explore and embrace their creative potential. It marked the 
beginning of an inspiring journey in which the college's musical talents could flourish and 
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Republic Day Resonance: Beats of Hearts' Patriotic Melodies
 
On Republic Day, January 26, 2021, the 
stirring patriotic tunes. Their melodies kindled a deep sense of national pride and unity, 
embodying India's democratic spirit and rich heritage. The performances were a 
harmonious tribute to the nation's free
who joined in the celebration. 
 

PERFORMANCES BY BEATS OF HEARTS 

Republic Day Resonance: Beats of Hearts' Patriotic Melodies

On Republic Day, January 26, 2021, the Beats of Hearts Music Club filled the air with 
stirring patriotic tunes. Their melodies kindled a deep sense of national pride and unity, 
embodying India's democratic spirit and rich heritage. The performances were a 
harmonious tribute to the nation's freedom and democracy, leaving an indelible mark on all 
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ADVENTURE CLUB 
 
Title: Adventurous Inauguration and Pyramid Formations on Republic 
Day (26th January 2021) 
 
Introduction: Republic Day, January 26, 2021, marked a day of grandeur and adventure 
at Sri Vasavi Engineering College. The Adventure Club was inaugurated with a thrilling 
display of pyramid formations, celebrating India's democratic values and the spirit of 
unity and adventure. 
 
Event Highlights: The inauguration of the Adventure Club set the tone for an exciting 
journey ahead. Dignitaries and college members gathered to officially launch the club, 
signifying the institution's commitment to fostering a sense of adventu
among students. 
 
Following the inauguration, the Adventure Club members showcased their extraordinary 
physical skills and teamwork by forming intricate and daring pyramid structures. These 
displays symbolized the values of unity, 
democratic and united India. 
 
The Adventure Club's involvement on Republic Day added a unique and exhilarating 
dimension to the celebration, reminding everyone that adventure and unity are integral 
parts of the nation's democratic identity. The event encouraged students to embrace 
challenges and work together, embodying the spirit of adventure that drives progress and 
national development. 
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Pyramids and Adventure Unleashed on Republic Day
On Republic Day, January 26, 2021, Sri Vasavi
inauguration of the Adventure Club, accompanied by breathtaking pyramid formations. 
Daring and audacious, the Adventure Club members displayed remarkable unity and 
strength through their physical prowess, symbolizin
spirit of adventure. The event was a thrilling reminder of the significance of adventure and 
unity in India's identity and progress, leaving a lasting impression on all who joined in the 
celebration. 

 
 

Unleashed on Republic Day 
On Republic Day, January 26, 2021, Sri Vasavi Engineering College witnessed the grand 
inauguration of the Adventure Club, accompanied by breathtaking pyramid formations. 
Daring and audacious, the Adventure Club members displayed remarkable unity and 
strength through their physical prowess, symbolizing the nation's democratic values and 
spirit of adventure. The event was a thrilling reminder of the significance of adventure and 
unity in India's identity and progress, leaving a lasting impression on all who joined in the 
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